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SUBMISSION BY George Moss

PROPOSED WAIKATO REGIONAL PIAN CHANGE I.WAIKATO & WAIPA RIVER

CATCHMENTS.

I am George Moss a dairy farmer from Tokoroa in the South Waikato District, and I

was also a member of the Collaborative Stakeholder Group (CSC) who collectively
created the Plan Change {PC1}.

I brought a Dairy lndustry perspective to the goalof improving water quality, my

mandate was simply to improve water quality as much as possible at as least
possible "cost{s}" to the wider community.

I am directly affected and negatively impacted by the plan change.

I am on public record for supporting the Plan change within the Collaborative

Process.

I still do support the plan change as a farmer, as a citizen and as a member of the
CSG.

I do believe that the plan change is good both in terms of effectiveness in improving

water quality but also in minimising social and economic disruption.

The plan change, I believe can be improved upon.

I support the aspirations of the guiding document for the plan change which is the

"Vision & Strategy for the Waikato Rive/' but note that modelling and science

would indicate that parts of the catchment probably never ever met the aspirations

aspired too.

There is however significant opportunity to improve water quality and we as a

community should do that.

Equally, it is vitally important that the plan change does not compromise the
economic and social vitality of the many communities that rely on agriculture for
their vibrancy.

Accordingly: I support Objectives L - 6.

Also support the intent of Policies L - 17



Key strengths of Plan Change {PC1} that I support.

1. Achieves significant water quality improvement:

As modelled the number of sites achieving swimmable standard doubles,

and the minimum gain in median improvement of any contaminant is 30%

Recommend:

That any changes to PC1 should not lead to a lesser modelled water quality improvement.

2. StagedApproach:

This plan change targets a LO% improvement in water quality in the first ten years with the
final objective being achieved in eighty years.

This staged approach is fundamental to:

r Minimising social & economic disruption particularly in communities such as the
South Waikato that a strong reliance on the rural economy.

o Providing time to gather more information on both sources, mitigations and relative

impacts of contaminants on the values applied to water bodies in differing locations.

o Allows time for the development of innovative and cost effective solutions.

Recommend:

That the current staged approach is retained.

3. Focuses on actions on properties:

It is the actions on properties that will lead to reductions and each properties circumstances

and footprint is unique.

As such the PC1 Focuses on requiring land owners to use suitable qualified and experienced

farm environment planners to assess the risks of contaminants entering waterway and

water bodies both directly and indirectly and requires the development of Farm

Environmental Plan to manage the four contaminants.

Each plan is unique to the farm and the farmer and will be tailored to the priority of the sub

catchment. Those farm enterprises that are not at 6ood Management Practice {GMP}will be

required to achieve GMP over time.

Ever farm is in effect allocated their current discharge of the four contaminants and is

required to make reductions from that point with the highest quartile Nitrogen emitters
required to achieve a defined reduction over the life of the plan change.

The strength is the collective power of everyone, who is not at Good Management Practice

getting there. My view many small actions by all will achieve more and at less "cosf than a

few large and expensive actions done by a few.



The actions that are likely in Farm Environmental Plans are only what the "leading farmers

"are doing already on a voluntary basis.

Farm plans could be improved by recording the mitigations and environmental initiatives

already in place or completed as well as those actions needed to be done.

The farms plans should also have a "heat map" for the risks of the four contaminants to

water bodies both prior to the actions and subsequent to the mitigations being completed'

The heat maps could then be used to provide information as to the suitability of the land for

that activity/land use.

ln effect, if the impacts of the activity cannot be managed to the standards required by

society then activity is not suitable for that land'

oyerseer is and was designed as a management tool and is still only a best estimate of

nutrient lost below the surface soil profile. overseer should be used to identify those

mitigations that will reduce nutrient losses, it is the actions rather than the absolute

Overseer number that should be the compliance point'

Recommend:

o That the Farm Environmental Ptans record both mitigations already in place or

done as well as those actions needing to be completed'

r That the actions & timeframes in the Farm Environmental plans be the

monitor/comPliance Point{s},

o That clear guidance be given on those contaminants mitigated, but not necessarily

captured by Overseer, particularly Niffogen

o That a heat map for all four contaminants be produced for both before and after

required mitigations.

o The heat maps form part of a data base to inform the "land suitabilitt''question in

the future.



4. Protects Existing Investment and focuses on actions:

There is a massive amount of existing infrastructure both on and off farm for all land uses
and with that comes very significant employment - jobs in the 10's of thousands and
investment in the billions.

Any actions in the PCl that undermines that without a very significant transition time would
have huge social and economic cost, possibly without any commensurate improvement in
water quality.

lmplicit in this plan change is the theme of "hold the line" and "reduce" across all four
contaminants. An alternative approach would have been to endeavour to "allocate" some or
all contaminants at a property level, only two contaminants can this be done for with albeit
with extreme inaccuracy.

Given that the catchments are over allocated for all four contaminants and all four are
required to be reduced for water quality to improve over time, there can no realistic
opportunity for some enterprises to increase discharges. Any increases would have to be
offset by similar or greater decrease by another enterprise elsewhere.

The base assumption is that farm businesses will get do "tomorroul' what they are doing
"today'' with the expectation that they mitigate through GMP and those in highest quartile
for Nitrogen loss with reduce to the 75%ile.

Clearly, the fact is that all enterprises are being "allocated" there existing contaminant loss
and are required to reduce them is very sensitive issue.

To try to reallocate contaminants based on some other criteria is fraught with significant
problems and questions:

r lf reallocating one contaminant - why not reallocate all contaminants?

o How does regulator effectively (cost/time & practically) measure each contaminant
at a property level?

o Will reallocation achieve better water quality outcomes at less cost and social
disruption?

o lf reallocation was to occur, what is the trading platform to allow those with "surplus
contaminants" to sell to those who cannot continue to operate without and need to
increase beyond their "allocation"?

o If trading platform was to exist, then how does one ensure that those best
"capitalised" do not "capture" the market leaving those enterprises either too slow
ot "poot''to try to do the costly mitigations?

o Does one allocate to smaller point source discharges so that they can grow, e.g.
Does Tokoroa get the same as Cambridge, Cambridge the same as Hamilton?

r Does one allocate on a per ha or a per enterprise basis - a 1000 ha farm leaching
15kgs N has a three times greater total N loss than a 100-ha farm losing 50 kgs N /ha
Ditto sediment - e-coli - Phosphorous?



o Each land use has it's "Achilles heel", rather allocate, is it better to focus on the

actions?

Suspected outcomes from any trading or reallocation mechanisms for contaminants would

likely be:

o The demise of smaller family farms who do not have expertise to watch and manage

the "markef,

o The demise of those enterprises that do not have the capital base to either purchase

or mitigate to their "allocation".

o Significant transfer of wealth between sectors, with forestry land (almost entirely

foreign owned) being the main benefactor as they desire to either resell the

allocation or sell the allocation with land for conversion to more intensive activities.

o Loss of focus for enterprises to mitigating their discharges.

lf any the above were to occur, then significant economic and social disruption

would occur.

Recommend:

o That the current "bundling of all four contaminants" is retained.

r That the current focus on actions to mitigate the impacts of contaminants is

maintained

Some comments on some rules and policies'

5. Land Use Change Rule (3.11.5-7)

This is a fundamental and pivotal rule to the whole plan change.

pc1 requires all Land users to miti8ate their impacts by moving all their activities to good

management practice. Modelling indicates that this will significantly improve water quality'

It is incomprehensible that some enterprises would be allowed to increase their discharges

while others, possible at a significant cost are reducing their discharges-

Further there is significant public angst over further land use change with emphasis on forest

to pasture and ParticularlY dairy.

However, if land use change can occur without increases of contaminants to waterways and

without a reduction in the values desired or attributed to that waterway, then land use

change should be able to occur. lt is the impacts that are important not necessarily the

activity.

Recommend:

o That the Land Use Change Rule be retained as a non-complying activity'



' Where an enterprise can demonstrate that no increase contaminants and/or
reduction in the values attributed to the water ways is going to occur then
guidance should be for a consent to be granted.

6. Ancestoral Land {Policry 16)

I support the intent of the policy (16) relating to Tangata Whenua land and land received
back by lwi Groups as a function of Treaty of Waitangi Settlements. This Land has been
severely constrained from its economic potential for the owners because of historical
government policies. Owners of land held in freehold title have been able to make their land
choices largely unfettered and have done so.

To further constrain the owners of the Land identified in policy 16 would further continue to
hold them at significant economic disadvantage relative to the freehold peers.

I strongly support the fact that the collaborative Stake Hotder Group wos prepared ta find
common ground on this very sensitive point - it would have been easy to soy government
problem.

Recommend:

That the intent of policy 1E be retained as is.

7. Livestock Exclusion from Waterways,

This rule requiring the exclusion of Cattle and Deer from Waterways either by fence or
natural barrier, is a critical component of the plan change. The removal of stock from
waterways and with the associated ripian strip of one meter for land below 15 degree and a
five-meter strip for land over L5 degrees and possible alternative mitigation for Iand over
2S-degree slope if not fenced, will deliver sorne immediate benefits to both water quality
and ecosystem health.

The exclusion of both sheep & goats from the rule creates of option for those land owners
who do not wish to exclude cattle and deer or who find the cost too prohibitive. They can
choose to run sheep and or goats as a alternative.

There is a need to give better clarity on what alternative mitigations to fencing will be
acceptable.

There should not be a requirement to move existing fences, as many of these fences have
been constructed very recently.

The definition of any waterway or waterbody containing water for 365 days catches the all-
important minor tributaries, whereas not protecting the minor water courses would
undermine the work to protect the larger water bodies as they flow to the sea.

Areas of concern:



. Timelines may prove to be tight is some instances'

r classification of slope by degrees may not be practical'

Recommend:

r That there should not be any "dilutingi'of this rule as it is a critical component of

the "hold the line" and reduce concept'

oRetainthedefinitionforwaterways&waterbodies,

r That there be the ability to request an extension on the timeline component' but

any extension be attached to any resource Gonsent'

o That consideration be given for more practical pror(y for setbacks than degrees

sloPe.

o Retain the requirement not to have move any existing fences moved untilthey

need to be replaced'

8. Nitrogen Reference Point,

ThepurposeoftheNitrogenReferencePoint(NRP}isgiveeveryfarmingentityastarting
pointastoanestimateofthepropertiesnutr.tentlossandtoidentifythosepropertiesthat
inthehighestquartilefornitrogenlosswithineachFreshWaterManagementUnit.

The plan requires those farmers not in the upper Quartile to stay within the NRP based on a

five year "rolling average"'

A .,rolling average" is problematic in terms of administration as to how it could be applied in

aplanchangewithalifeoftenyearswithayetwithatobedeterminedstartpoint.A
straight five average from the time the plan becomes operable would be a lot simpler both

from a farmer's perspective and the perspective of the regulator'

ThosefarmsabovetheTil%ileshouldberequiredtohaveactionsintheirFarm
Environmental plans that will reduce their N loss/ha to or below the 75%ile NRP by 2o26 or

ten years after the plan becomes operable. The actions/mitigations should be pegged to a

fixed version of overseer as potential the "value" of the mitigations could change overtime

with Overseer version changes'

ltistheactionsintheFarmEnvironmentalPlansthatshouldbethecompliancepointsrather
than an absolute N loss number. Does one abate or prosecute a farmer that gets a 20 ks/ha

reductionwhenthetargetwas2lkglhareductionofNgiventhatoverseerisa,,best
estimate".

Recommend:

r That .,Rolling Five Year Average" be Changed to a straight "five-year average" from

date of the plan becoming operable'

rThatFEPmitigationactionsbethecompliancepoints.



9. Land Suitability and Least .tost,, changes,

Modelling work done for the csG indicated to achieve the aspirations of the vision andstrategy for waikato River, that a significant proportion of the catchment land woutd needto change back to lesser impacting activities on water quality.

It is important to note that the modelling could only incrude currently known science interms of mitigations and their benefits.

Given that society/communities as a whole benefit from the activities of rural, urban andindustrial users and impactors on water qualiry it is also appropriate that those
communities be encouraged and prepared to look "least cost" community solutions to thenegative impacts on water quality.

Their needs to a be a significant body of work done in the next ten years looking at the fourcontaminants and how they relate to values people aspire for in water quality and costs ofmitigating them.

"Heat maps" across all four contaminants both before and after mitigations in the farmplans should be used to inform the next plan change. The "heat maps,, could be tailored toeither Fresh water Management andlor sub-catchment used to inform where the most costeffective reductions can be made by a community.

The "heat maps" should not only include farming activities but should also include point
source discharges as well - so that an entire community focus is formed and most effective
decisions made.

Recommend:

r That the waikato Regional council be required over the next ten years to identify
that Land or activities that even after mitigations is still has the biggest negative
impact on the values that society aspires to water quality.

r That the waikato Regional council quantifies the economic and social costs of any
"reverse land use, change s€enarios,

o That Waikato Regionat Council identifu options for,,offsettingl, ,,bundtes,, of all
four contaminants so that communities and achieve water quality outcomes at
least cost urhere the contaminants can no longer be mitigated either due to cost orpracticality.

i{r /il'tfrf T



SUBMISSION BY George Moss 

PROPOSED WAIKATO REGIONAL PLAN CHANGE 1-WAIKATO & WAIPA RIVER 
CATCHMENTS. 

I am George Moss a dairy farmer from Tokoroa in the South Waikato District, and I 
was also a member of the Collaborative Stakeholder Group (CSG) who collectively 
created the Plan Change (PC1). 

I brought a Dairy Industry perspective to the goal of improving water quality, my 
mandate was simply to improve water quality as much as possible at as least 
possible “cost(s)” to the wider community. 

I am directly affected and negatively impacted by the plan change. 

I am on public record for supporting the Plan change within the Collaborative 
Process. 

I still do support the plan change as a farmer, as a citizen and as a member of the 
CSG. 

I do believe that the plan change is good both in terms of effectiveness in improving 
water quality but also in minimising social and economic disruption. 

The plan change, I believe can be improved upon. 

I support the aspirations of the guiding document for the plan change which is the 
“Vision & Strategy for the Waikato River” but note that modelling and science 
would indicate that parts of the catchment probably never ever met the aspirations 
aspired too. 

There is however significant opportunity to improve water quality and we as a 
community should do that. 

Equally, it is vitally important that the plan change does not compromise the 
economic and social vitality of the many communities that rely on agriculture for 
their vibrancy. 

Accordingly: I support Objectives 1 – 6. 

Also support the intent of Policies 1 - 17 

 

 

 

 

 



Key strengths of  Plan Change (PC1) that I support. 

1. Achieves significant water quality improvement: 

As modelled the number of sites achieving swimmable standard doubles, 

and the minimum gain in median improvement of any contaminant is 30% 

Recommend: 

That any changes to PC1 should not lead to a lesser modelled water quality improvement. 

 

2. Staged Approach: 

This plan change targets a 10% improvement in water quality in the first ten years with the 
final objective being achieved in eighty years. 

This staged approach is fundamental to: 

• Minimising social & economic disruption particularly in communities such as the 
South Waikato that a strong reliance on the rural economy. 

• Providing time to gather more information on both sources, mitigations and relative 
impacts of contaminants on the values applied to water bodies in differing locations.  

• Allows time for the development of innovative and cost effective solutions. 

Recommend: 

That the current staged approach is retained.  

 

      3.    Focuses on actions on properties: 

It is the actions on properties that will lead to reductions and each properties circumstances 
and footprint is unique. 

As such the PC1 Focuses on requiring land owners to use suitable qualified and experienced 
farm environment planners to assess the risks of contaminants entering waterway and 
water bodies both directly and indirectly and requires the development of Farm 
Environmental Plan to manage the four contaminants. 

Each plan is unique to the farm and the farmer and will be tailored to the priority of the sub 
catchment. Those farm enterprises that are not at Good Management Practice (GMP)will be 
required to achieve GMP over time. 

Ever farm is in effect allocated their current discharge of the four contaminants and is 
required to make reductions from that point with the highest quartile Nitrogen emitters 
required to achieve a defined reduction over the life of the plan change.   

The strength is the collective power of everyone, who is not at Good Management Practice 
getting there. My view many small actions by all will achieve more and at less “cost” than a 
few large and expensive actions done by a few. 



The actions that are likely in Farm Environmental Plans are only what the “leading farmers 
“are doing already on a voluntary basis. 

Farm plans could be improved by recording the mitigations and environmental initiatives 
already in place or completed as well as those actions needed to be done. 

The farms plans should also have a “heat map” for the risks of the four contaminants to 
water bodies both prior to the actions and subsequent to the mitigations being completed. 

The heat maps could then be used to provide information as to the suitability of the land for 
that activity/land use.  

In effect, if the impacts of the activity cannot be managed to the standards required by 
society then activity is not suitable for that land. 

Overseer is and was designed as a management tool and is still only a best estimate of 
nutrient lost below the surface soil profile. Overseer should be used to identify those 
mitigations that will reduce nutrient losses, it is the actions rather than the absolute 
Overseer number that should be the compliance point. 

Recommend: 

• That the Farm Environmental Plans record both mitigations already in place or 
done as well as those actions needing to be completed. 

• That the actions & timeframes in the Farm Environmental plans be the 
monitor/compliance point(s), 

• That clear guidance be given on those contaminants mitigated, but not necessarily 
captured by Overseer, particularly Nitrogen 

• That a heat map for all four contaminants be produced for both before and after 
required mitigations. 

• The heat maps form part of a data base to inform the “land suitability” question in 
the future.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Protects Existing Investment and focuses on actions: 

There is a massive amount of existing infrastructure both on and off farm for all land uses 
and with that comes very significant employment – jobs in the 10’s of thousands and 
investment in the billions. 

Any actions in the PC1 that undermines that without a very significant transition time would 
have huge social and economic cost, possibly without any commensurate improvement in 
water quality. 

Implicit in this plan change is the theme of “hold the line” and “reduce” across all four 
contaminants. An alternative approach would have been to endeavour to “allocate” some or 
all contaminants at a property level, only two contaminants can this be done for with albeit 
with extreme inaccuracy. 

Given that the catchments are over allocated for all four contaminants and all four are 
required to be reduced for water quality to improve over time, there can no realistic 
opportunity for some enterprises to increase discharges. Any increases would have to be 
offset by similar or greater decrease by another enterprise elsewhere. 

The base assumption is that farm businesses will get do “tomorrow” what they are doing 
“today” with the expectation that they mitigate through GMP and those in highest quartile 
for Nitrogen loss with reduce to the 75%ile. 

Clearly, the fact is that all enterprises are being “allocated” there existing contaminant loss 
and are required to reduce them is very sensitive issue. 

To try to reallocate contaminants based on some other criteria is fraught with significant 
problems and questions: 

• If reallocating one contaminant – why not reallocate all contaminants? 

• How does regulator effectively (cost/time & practically) measure each contaminant 
at a property level? 

• Will reallocation achieve better water quality outcomes at less cost and social 
disruption?  

• If reallocation was to occur, what is the trading platform to allow those with “surplus 
contaminants” to sell to those who cannot continue to operate without and need to 
increase beyond their “allocation”? 

• If trading platform was to exist, then how does one ensure that those best 
“capitalised” do not “capture” the market leaving those enterprises either too slow 
or “poor” to try to do the costly mitigations? 

• Does one allocate to smaller point source discharges so that they can grow, e.g. 
Does Tokoroa get the same as Cambridge, Cambridge the same as Hamilton? 

• Does one allocate on a per ha or a per enterprise basis – a 1000 ha farm leaching 
15kgs N has a three times greater total N loss than a 100-ha farm losing 50 kgs N /ha 
Ditto sediment – e-coli – Phosphorous? 



• Each land use has it’s “Achilles heel”, rather allocate, is it better to focus on the 
actions? 

Suspected outcomes from any trading or reallocation mechanisms for contaminants would 
likely be: 

• The demise of smaller family farms who do not have expertise to watch and manage 
the “market”, 

• The demise of those enterprises that do not have the capital base to either purchase 
or mitigate to their “allocation”. 

• Significant transfer of wealth between sectors, with forestry land (almost entirely 
foreign owned) being the main benefactor as they desire to either resell the 
allocation or sell the allocation with land for conversion to more intensive activities. 

• Loss of focus for enterprises to mitigating their discharges. 

If any the above were to occur, then significant economic and social disruption 
would occur.  

Recommend: 

• That the current “bundling of all four contaminants” is retained. 

• That the current focus on actions to mitigate the impacts of contaminants is 
maintained 

 

Some comments on some rules and policies. 

5. Land Use Change Rule (3.11.5.7) 

This is a fundamental and pivotal rule to the whole plan change. 

PC1 requires all Land users to mitigate their impacts by moving all their activities to good 
management practice. Modelling indicates that this will significantly improve water quality. 

It is incomprehensible that some enterprises would be allowed to increase their discharges 
while others, possible at a significant cost are reducing their discharges. 

Further there is significant public angst over further land use change with emphasis on forest 
to pasture and particularly dairy. 

However, if land use change can occur without increases of contaminants to waterways and 
without a reduction in the values desired or attributed to that waterway, then land use 
change should be able to occur. It is the impacts that are important not necessarily the 
activity. 

Recommend: 

• That the Land Use Change Rule be retained as a non-complying activity. 



• Where an enterprise can demonstrate that no increase contaminants and/or 
reduction in the values attributed to the water ways is going to occur then 
guidance should be for a consent to be granted. 

 

6. Ancestoral Land (Policy 16) 

I support the intent of the policy (16) relating to Tangata Whenua land and land received 
back by Iwi Groups as a function of Treaty of Waitangi Settlements. This Land has been 
severely constrained from its economic potential for the owners because of historical 
government policies. Owners of land held in freehold title have been able to make their land 
choices largely unfettered and have done so. 

To further constrain the owners of the Land identified in policy 16 would further continue to 
hold them at significant economic disadvantage relative to the freehold peers. 

I strongly support the fact that the collaborative Stake Holder Group was prepared to find 
common ground on this very sensitive point – it would have been easy to say government 
problem. 

Recommend: 

That the intent of policy 16 be retained as is. 

 

 

 

7. Livestock Exclusion from Waterways, 

This rule requiring the exclusion of Cattle and Deer from Waterways either by fence or 
natural barrier, is a critical component of the plan change. The removal of stock from 
waterways and with the associated ripian strip of one meter for land below 15 degree and a 
five-meter strip for land over 15 degrees and possible alternative mitigation for land over 
25-degree slope if not fenced, will deliver some immediate benefits to both water quality 
and ecosystem health. 

The exclusion of both sheep & goats from the rule creates of option for those land owners 
who do not wish to exclude cattle and deer or who find the cost too prohibitive. They can 
choose to run sheep and or goats as a alternative. 

There is a need to give better clarity on what alternative mitigations to fencing will be 
acceptable. 

There should not be a requirement to move existing fences, as many of these fences have 
been constructed very recently. 

The definition of any waterway or waterbody containing water for 365 days catches the all-
important minor tributaries, whereas not protecting the minor water courses would 
undermine the work to protect the larger water bodies as they flow to the sea.  

Areas of concern: 



• Timelines may prove to be tight is some instances, 

• Classification of slope by degrees may not be practical,  

Recommend: 

• That there should not be any “diluting” of this rule as it is a critical component of 
the “hold the line” and reduce concept.  

• Retain the definition for waterways & waterbodies, 

• That there be the ability to request an extension on the timeline component, but 
any extension be attached to any resource consent. 

• That consideration be given for more practical proxy for setbacks than degrees 
slope. 

• Retain the requirement not to have move any existing fences  moved until they 
need to be replaced. 

 

 

8. Nitrogen Reference Point, 

The purpose of the Nitrogen Reference Point (NRP) is give every farming entity a starting 
point as to an estimate of the properties nutrient loss and to identify those properties that 
in the highest quartile for nitrogen loss within each Fresh Water Management Unit. 

The plan requires those farmers not in the Upper Quartile to stay within the NRP based on a 
five year “rolling average”. 

A “rolling average” is problematic in terms of administration as to how it could be applied in 
a plan change with a life of ten years with a yet with a to be determined start point. A 
straight five average from the time the plan becomes operable would be a lot simpler both 
from a farmer’s perspective and the perspective of the regulator. 

Those farms above the 75%ile should be required to have actions in their Farm 
Environmental plans that will reduce their N loss/ha to or below the 75%ile NRP by 2026 or 
ten years after the plan becomes operable. The actions/mitigations should be pegged to a 
fixed version of Overseer as potential the “value” of the mitigations could change overtime 
with Overseer version changes. 

It is the actions in the Farm Environmental Plans that should be the compliance points rather 
than an absolute N loss number. Does one abate or prosecute a farmer that gets a 20 kg/ha 
reduction when the target was 21 kg/ha reduction of N given that Overseer is a “best 
estimate”. 

Recommend: 

• That “Rolling Five Year Average” be changed to a straight “five-year average” from 
date of the plan becoming operable. 

• That FEP mitigation actions be the compliance points. 



 

 

9. Land Suitability and Least “cost” changes, 

Modelling work done for the CSG indicated to achieve the aspirations of the Vision and 
Strategy for  Waikato River, that a significant proportion of the catchment land would need 
to change back to lesser impacting activities on water quality.  

It is important to note that the modelling could only include currently known science in 
terms of mitigations and their benefits. 

Given that society/communities as a whole benefit from the activities of rural, urban and 
industrial users and impactors on water quality, it is also appropriate that those 
communities be encouraged and prepared to look “least cost” community solutions to the 
negative impacts on water quality. 

Their needs to a be a significant body of work done in the next ten years looking at the four 
contaminants and how they relate to values people aspire for in water quality and costs of 
mitigating them. 

“Heat maps” across all four contaminants both before and after mitigations in the farm 
plans should be used to inform the next plan change. The “heat maps” could be tailored to 
either Fresh Water Management and/or sub-catchment used to inform where the most cost 
effective reductions can be made by a community. 

The “heat maps” should not only include farming activities but should also include point 
source discharges as well – so that an entire community focus is formed and most effective 
decisions made. 

Recommend: 

• That the Waikato Regional Council be required over the next ten years to identify 
that Land or activities that even after mitigations is still has the biggest negative 
impact on the values that society aspires to water quality. 

• That the Waikato Regional Council quantifies the economic and social costs of any 
“reverse land use” change scenarios, 

• That Waikato Regional Council identify options for “offsetting” “bundles” of all 
four contaminants so that communities and achieve water quality outcomes at 
least cost where the contaminants can no longer be mitigated either due to cost or 
practicality.    
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SUBMISSION BY George Moss


PROPOSED WAIKATO REGIONAL PLAN CHANGE 1-WAIKATO & WAIPA RIVER CATCHMENTS.


I am George Moss a dairy farmer from Tokoroa in the South Waikato District, and I was also a member of the Collaborative Stakeholder Group (CSG) who collectively created the Plan Change (PC1).


I brought a Dairy Industry perspective to the goal of improving water quality, my mandate was simply to improve water quality as much as possible at as least possible “cost(s)” to the wider community.


I am directly affected and negatively impacted by the plan change.


I am on public record for supporting the Plan change within the Collaborative Process.


I still do support the plan change as a farmer, as a citizen and as a member of the CSG.


I do believe that the plan change is good both in terms of effectiveness in improving water quality but also in minimising social and economic disruption.


The plan change, I believe can be improved upon.


I support the aspirations of the guiding document for the plan change which is the “Vision & Strategy for the Waikato River” but note that modelling and science would indicate that parts of the catchment probably never ever met the aspirations aspired too.


There is however significant opportunity to improve water quality and we as a community should do that.


Equally, it is vitally important that the plan change does not compromise the economic and social vitality of the many communities that rely on agriculture for their vibrancy.


Accordingly: I support Objectives 1 – 6.


Also support the intent of Policies 1 - 17


Key strengths of  Plan Change (PC1) that I support.


1. Achieves significant water quality improvement:


As modelled the number of sites achieving swimmable standard doubles,


and the minimum gain in median improvement of any contaminant is 30%


Recommend:


That any changes to PC1 should not lead to a lesser modelled water quality improvement.


2. Staged Approach:

This plan change targets a 10% improvement in water quality in the first ten years with the final objective being achieved in eighty years.

This staged approach is fundamental to:

· Minimising social & economic disruption particularly in communities such as the South Waikato that a strong reliance on the rural economy.


· Providing time to gather more information on both sources, mitigations and relative impacts of contaminants on the values applied to water bodies in differing locations. 


· Allows time for the development of innovative and cost effective solutions.


Recommend:


That the current staged approach is retained. 

      3.    Focuses on actions on properties:

It is the actions on properties that will lead to reductions and each properties circumstances and footprint is unique.


As such the PC1 Focuses on requiring land owners to use suitable qualified and experienced farm environment planners to assess the risks of contaminants entering waterway and water bodies both directly and indirectly and requires the development of Farm Environmental Plan to manage the four contaminants.


Each plan is unique to the farm and the farmer and will be tailored to the priority of the sub catchment. Those farm enterprises that are not at Good Management Practice (GMP)will be required to achieve GMP over time.

Ever farm is in effect allocated their current discharge of the four contaminants and is required to make reductions from that point with the highest quartile Nitrogen emitters required to achieve a defined reduction over the life of the plan change.  


The strength is the collective power of everyone, who is not at Good Management Practice getting there. My view many small actions by all will achieve more and at less “cost” than a few large and expensive actions done by a few.


The actions that are likely in Farm Environmental Plans are only what the “leading farmers “are doing already on a voluntary basis.

Farm plans could be improved by recording the mitigations and environmental initiatives already in place or completed as well as those actions needed to be done.

The farms plans should also have a “heat map” for the risks of the four contaminants to water bodies both prior to the actions and subsequent to the mitigations being completed.


The heat maps could then be used to provide information as to the suitability of the land for that activity/land use. 


In effect, if the impacts of the activity cannot be managed to the standards required by society then activity is not suitable for that land.

Overseer is and was designed as a management tool and is still only a best estimate of nutrient lost below the surface soil profile. Overseer should be used to identify those mitigations that will reduce nutrient losses, it is the actions rather than the absolute Overseer number that should be the compliance point.


Recommend:


· That the Farm Environmental Plans record both mitigations already in place or done as well as those actions needing to be completed.

· That the actions & timeframes in the Farm Environmental plans be the monitor/compliance point(s),


· That clear guidance be given on those contaminants mitigated, but not necessarily captured by Overseer, particularly Nitrogen

· That a heat map for all four contaminants be produced for both before and after required mitigations.


· The heat maps form part of a data base to inform the “land suitability” question in the future.   

4. Protects Existing Investment and focuses on actions:

There is a massive amount of existing infrastructure both on and off farm for all land uses and with that comes very significant employment – jobs in the 10’s of thousands and investment in the billions.


Any actions in the PC1 that undermines that without a very significant transition time would have huge social and economic cost, possibly without any commensurate improvement in water quality.


Implicit in this plan change is the theme of “hold the line” and “reduce” across all four contaminants. An alternative approach would have been to endeavour to “allocate” some or all contaminants at a property level, only two contaminants can this be done for with albeit with extreme inaccuracy.


Given that the catchments are over allocated for all four contaminants and all four are required to be reduced for water quality to improve over time, there can no realistic opportunity for some enterprises to increase discharges. Any increases would have to be offset by similar or greater decrease by another enterprise elsewhere.


The base assumption is that farm businesses will get do “tomorrow” what they are doing “today” with the expectation that they mitigate through GMP and those in highest quartile for Nitrogen loss with reduce to the 75%ile.


Clearly, the fact is that all enterprises are being “allocated” there existing contaminant loss and are required to reduce them is very sensitive issue.

To try to reallocate contaminants based on some other criteria is fraught with significant problems and questions:

· If reallocating one contaminant – why not reallocate all contaminants?


· How does regulator effectively (cost/time & practically) measure each contaminant at a property level?


· Will reallocation achieve better water quality outcomes at less cost and social disruption? 


· If reallocation was to occur, what is the trading platform to allow those with “surplus contaminants” to sell to those who cannot continue to operate without and need to increase beyond their “allocation”?


· If trading platform was to exist, then how does one ensure that those best “capitalised” do not “capture” the market leaving those enterprises either too slow or “poor” to try to do the costly mitigations?


· Does one allocate to smaller point source discharges so that they can grow, e.g. Does Tokoroa get the same as Cambridge, Cambridge the same as Hamilton?


· Does one allocate on a per ha or a per enterprise basis – a 1000 ha farm leaching 15kgs N has a three times greater total N loss than a 100-ha farm losing 50 kgs N /ha Ditto sediment – e-coli – Phosphorous?

· Each land use has it’s “Achilles heel”, rather allocate, is it better to focus on the actions?


Suspected outcomes from any trading or reallocation mechanisms for contaminants would likely be:


· The demise of smaller family farms who do not have expertise to watch and manage the “market”,


· The demise of those enterprises that do not have the capital base to either purchase or mitigate to their “allocation”.


· Significant transfer of wealth between sectors, with forestry land (almost entirely foreign owned) being the main benefactor as they desire to either resell the allocation or sell the allocation with land for conversion to more intensive activities.

· Loss of focus for enterprises to mitigating their discharges.


If any the above were to occur, then significant economic and social disruption would occur. 


Recommend:


· That the current “bundling of all four contaminants” is retained.


· That the current focus on actions to mitigate the impacts of contaminants is maintained


Some comments on some rules and policies.

5. Land Use Change Rule (3.11.5.7)

This is a fundamental and pivotal rule to the whole plan change.


PC1 requires all Land users to mitigate their impacts by moving all their activities to good management practice. Modelling indicates that this will significantly improve water quality.


It is incomprehensible that some enterprises would be allowed to increase their discharges while others, possible at a significant cost are reducing their discharges.


Further there is significant public angst over further land use change with emphasis on forest to pasture and particularly dairy.


However, if land use change can occur without increases of contaminants to waterways and without a reduction in the values desired or attributed to that waterway, then land use change should be able to occur. It is the impacts that are important not necessarily the activity.

Recommend:


· That the Land Use Change Rule be retained as a non-complying activity.


· Where an enterprise can demonstrate that no increase contaminants and/or reduction in the values attributed to the water ways is going to occur then guidance should be for a consent to be granted.

6. Ancestoral Land (Policy 16)

I support the intent of the policy (16) relating to Tangata Whenua land and land received back by Iwi Groups as a function of Treaty of Waitangi Settlements. This Land has been severely constrained from its economic potential for the owners because of historical government policies. Owners of land held in freehold title have been able to make their land choices largely unfettered and have done so.

To further constrain the owners of the Land identified in policy 16 would further continue to hold them at significant economic disadvantage relative to the freehold peers.


I strongly support the fact that the collaborative Stake Holder Group was prepared to find common ground on this very sensitive point – it would have been easy to say government problem.


Recommend:


That the intent of policy 16 be retained as is.


7. Livestock Exclusion from Waterways,


This rule requiring the exclusion of Cattle and Deer from Waterways either by fence or natural barrier, is a critical component of the plan change. The removal of stock from waterways and with the associated ripian strip of one meter for land below 15 degree and a five-meter strip for land over 15 degrees and possible alternative mitigation for land over 25-degree slope if not fenced, will deliver some immediate benefits to both water quality and ecosystem health.


The exclusion of both sheep & goats from the rule creates of option for those land owners who do not wish to exclude cattle and deer or who find the cost too prohibitive. They can choose to run sheep and or goats as a alternative.

There is a need to give better clarity on what alternative mitigations to fencing will be acceptable.


There should not be a requirement to move existing fences, as many of these fences have been constructed very recently.


The definition of any waterway or waterbody containing water for 365 days catches the all-important minor tributaries, whereas not protecting the minor water courses would undermine the work to protect the larger water bodies as they flow to the sea. 


Areas of concern:


· Timelines may prove to be tight is some instances,


· Classification of slope by degrees may not be practical, 


Recommend:


· That there should not be any “diluting” of this rule as it is a critical component of the “hold the line” and reduce concept. 


· Retain the definition for waterways & waterbodies,


· That there be the ability to request an extension on the timeline component, but any extension be attached to any resource consent.


· That consideration be given for more practical proxy for setbacks than degrees slope.


· Retain the requirement not to have move any existing fences  moved until they need to be replaced.


8. Nitrogen Reference Point,

The purpose of the Nitrogen Reference Point (NRP) is give every farming entity a starting point as to an estimate of the properties nutrient loss and to identify those properties that in the highest quartile for nitrogen loss within each Fresh Water Management Unit.


The plan requires those farmers not in the Upper Quartile to stay within the NRP based on a five year “rolling average”.


A “rolling average” is problematic in terms of administration as to how it could be applied in a plan change with a life of ten years with a yet with a to be determined start point. A straight five average from the time the plan becomes operable would be a lot simpler both from a farmer’s perspective and the perspective of the regulator.


Those farms above the 75%ile should be required to have actions in their Farm Environmental plans that will reduce their N loss/ha to or below the 75%ile NRP by 2026 or ten years after the plan becomes operable. The actions/mitigations should be pegged to a fixed version of Overseer as potential the “value” of the mitigations could change overtime with Overseer version changes.


It is the actions in the Farm Environmental Plans that should be the compliance points rather than an absolute N loss number. Does one abate or prosecute a farmer that gets a 20 kg/ha reduction when the target was 21 kg/ha reduction of N given that Overseer is a “best estimate”.


Recommend:


· That “Rolling Five Year Average” be changed to a straight “five-year average” from date of the plan becoming operable.


· That FEP mitigation actions be the compliance points.


9. Land Suitability and Least “cost” changes,

Modelling work done for the CSG indicated to achieve the aspirations of the Vision and Strategy for  Waikato River, that a significant proportion of the catchment land would need to change back to lesser impacting activities on water quality. 

It is important to note that the modelling could only include currently known science in terms of mitigations and their benefits.


Given that society/communities as a whole benefit from the activities of rural, urban and industrial users and impactors on water quality, it is also appropriate that those communities be encouraged and prepared to look “least cost” community solutions to the negative impacts on water quality.

Their needs to a be a significant body of work done in the next ten years looking at the four contaminants and how they relate to values people aspire for in water quality and costs of mitigating them.


“Heat maps” across all four contaminants both before and after mitigations in the farm plans should be used to inform the next plan change. The “heat maps” could be tailored to either Fresh Water Management and/or sub-catchment used to inform where the most cost effective reductions can be made by a community.


The “heat maps” should not only include farming activities but should also include point source discharges as well – so that an entire community focus is formed and most effective decisions made.


Recommend:


· That the Waikato Regional Council be required over the next ten years to identify that Land or activities that even after mitigations is still has the biggest negative impact on the values that society aspires to water quality.


· That the Waikato Regional Council quantifies the economic and social costs of any “reverse land use” change scenarios,


· That Waikato Regional Council identify options for “offsetting” “bundles” of all four contaminants so that communities and achieve water quality outcomes at least cost where the contaminants can no longer be mitigated either due to cost or practicality.   
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SUBMISSION BY George Moss


PROPOSED WAIKATO REGIONAL PIAN CHANGE I.WAIKATO & WAIPA RIVER


CATCHMENTS.


I am George Moss a dairy farmer from Tokoroa in the South Waikato District, and I


was also a member of the Collaborative Stakeholder Group (CSC) who collectively
created the Plan Change {PC1}.


I brought a Dairy lndustry perspective to the goalof improving water quality, my


mandate was simply to improve water quality as much as possible at as least
possible "cost{s}" to the wider community.


I am directly affected and negatively impacted by the plan change.


I am on public record for supporting the Plan change within the Collaborative


Process.


I still do support the plan change as a farmer, as a citizen and as a member of the
CSG.


I do believe that the plan change is good both in terms of effectiveness in improving


water quality but also in minimising social and economic disruption.


The plan change, I believe can be improved upon.


I support the aspirations of the guiding document for the plan change which is the


"Vision & Strategy for the Waikato Rive/' but note that modelling and science


would indicate that parts of the catchment probably never ever met the aspirations


aspired too.


There is however significant opportunity to improve water quality and we as a


community should do that.


Equally, it is vitally important that the plan change does not compromise the
economic and social vitality of the many communities that rely on agriculture for
their vibrancy.


Accordingly: I support Objectives L - 6.


Also support the intent of Policies L - 17







Key strengths of Plan Change {PC1} that I support.


1. Achieves significant water quality improvement:


As modelled the number of sites achieving swimmable standard doubles,


and the minimum gain in median improvement of any contaminant is 30%


Recommend:


That any changes to PC1 should not lead to a lesser modelled water quality improvement.


2. StagedApproach:


This plan change targets a LO% improvement in water quality in the first ten years with the
final objective being achieved in eighty years.


This staged approach is fundamental to:


r Minimising social & economic disruption particularly in communities such as the
South Waikato that a strong reliance on the rural economy.


o Providing time to gather more information on both sources, mitigations and relative


impacts of contaminants on the values applied to water bodies in differing locations.


o Allows time for the development of innovative and cost effective solutions.


Recommend:


That the current staged approach is retained.


3. Focuses on actions on properties:


It is the actions on properties that will lead to reductions and each properties circumstances


and footprint is unique.


As such the PC1 Focuses on requiring land owners to use suitable qualified and experienced


farm environment planners to assess the risks of contaminants entering waterway and


water bodies both directly and indirectly and requires the development of Farm


Environmental Plan to manage the four contaminants.


Each plan is unique to the farm and the farmer and will be tailored to the priority of the sub


catchment. Those farm enterprises that are not at 6ood Management Practice {GMP}will be


required to achieve GMP over time.


Ever farm is in effect allocated their current discharge of the four contaminants and is


required to make reductions from that point with the highest quartile Nitrogen emitters
required to achieve a defined reduction over the life of the plan change.


The strength is the collective power of everyone, who is not at Good Management Practice


getting there. My view many small actions by all will achieve more and at less "cosf than a


few large and expensive actions done by a few.







The actions that are likely in Farm Environmental Plans are only what the "leading farmers


"are doing already on a voluntary basis.


Farm plans could be improved by recording the mitigations and environmental initiatives


already in place or completed as well as those actions needed to be done.


The farms plans should also have a "heat map" for the risks of the four contaminants to


water bodies both prior to the actions and subsequent to the mitigations being completed'


The heat maps could then be used to provide information as to the suitability of the land for


that activity/land use.


ln effect, if the impacts of the activity cannot be managed to the standards required by


society then activity is not suitable for that land'


oyerseer is and was designed as a management tool and is still only a best estimate of


nutrient lost below the surface soil profile. overseer should be used to identify those


mitigations that will reduce nutrient losses, it is the actions rather than the absolute


Overseer number that should be the compliance point'


Recommend:


o That the Farm Environmental Ptans record both mitigations already in place or


done as well as those actions needing to be completed'


r That the actions & timeframes in the Farm Environmental plans be the


monitor/comPliance Point{s},


o That clear guidance be given on those contaminants mitigated, but not necessarily


captured by Overseer, particularly Niffogen


o That a heat map for all four contaminants be produced for both before and after


required mitigations.


o The heat maps form part of a data base to inform the "land suitabilitt''question in


the future.







4. Protects Existing Investment and focuses on actions:


There is a massive amount of existing infrastructure both on and off farm for all land uses
and with that comes very significant employment - jobs in the 10's of thousands and
investment in the billions.


Any actions in the PCl that undermines that without a very significant transition time would
have huge social and economic cost, possibly without any commensurate improvement in
water quality.


lmplicit in this plan change is the theme of "hold the line" and "reduce" across all four
contaminants. An alternative approach would have been to endeavour to "allocate" some or
all contaminants at a property level, only two contaminants can this be done for with albeit
with extreme inaccuracy.


Given that the catchments are over allocated for all four contaminants and all four are
required to be reduced for water quality to improve over time, there can no realistic
opportunity for some enterprises to increase discharges. Any increases would have to be
offset by similar or greater decrease by another enterprise elsewhere.


The base assumption is that farm businesses will get do "tomorroul' what they are doing
"today'' with the expectation that they mitigate through GMP and those in highest quartile
for Nitrogen loss with reduce to the 75%ile.


Clearly, the fact is that all enterprises are being "allocated" there existing contaminant loss
and are required to reduce them is very sensitive issue.


To try to reallocate contaminants based on some other criteria is fraught with significant
problems and questions:


r lf reallocating one contaminant - why not reallocate all contaminants?


o How does regulator effectively (cost/time & practically) measure each contaminant
at a property level?


o Will reallocation achieve better water quality outcomes at less cost and social
disruption?


o lf reallocation was to occur, what is the trading platform to allow those with "surplus
contaminants" to sell to those who cannot continue to operate without and need to
increase beyond their "allocation"?


o If trading platform was to exist, then how does one ensure that those best
"capitalised" do not "capture" the market leaving those enterprises either too slow
ot "poot''to try to do the costly mitigations?


o Does one allocate to smaller point source discharges so that they can grow, e.g.
Does Tokoroa get the same as Cambridge, Cambridge the same as Hamilton?


r Does one allocate on a per ha or a per enterprise basis - a 1000 ha farm leaching
15kgs N has a three times greater total N loss than a 100-ha farm losing 50 kgs N /ha
Ditto sediment - e-coli - Phosphorous?







o Each land use has it's "Achilles heel", rather allocate, is it better to focus on the


actions?


Suspected outcomes from any trading or reallocation mechanisms for contaminants would


likely be:


o The demise of smaller family farms who do not have expertise to watch and manage


the "markef,


o The demise of those enterprises that do not have the capital base to either purchase


or mitigate to their "allocation".


o Significant transfer of wealth between sectors, with forestry land (almost entirely


foreign owned) being the main benefactor as they desire to either resell the


allocation or sell the allocation with land for conversion to more intensive activities.


o Loss of focus for enterprises to mitigating their discharges.


lf any the above were to occur, then significant economic and social disruption


would occur.


Recommend:


o That the current "bundling of all four contaminants" is retained.


r That the current focus on actions to mitigate the impacts of contaminants is


maintained


Some comments on some rules and policies'


5. Land Use Change Rule (3.11.5-7)


This is a fundamental and pivotal rule to the whole plan change.


pc1 requires all Land users to miti8ate their impacts by moving all their activities to good


management practice. Modelling indicates that this will significantly improve water quality'


It is incomprehensible that some enterprises would be allowed to increase their discharges


while others, possible at a significant cost are reducing their discharges-


Further there is significant public angst over further land use change with emphasis on forest


to pasture and ParticularlY dairy.


However, if land use change can occur without increases of contaminants to waterways and


without a reduction in the values desired or attributed to that waterway, then land use


change should be able to occur. lt is the impacts that are important not necessarily the


activity.


Recommend:


o That the Land Use Change Rule be retained as a non-complying activity'







' Where an enterprise can demonstrate that no increase contaminants and/or
reduction in the values attributed to the water ways is going to occur then
guidance should be for a consent to be granted.


6. Ancestoral Land {Policry 16)


I support the intent of the policy (16) relating to Tangata Whenua land and land received
back by lwi Groups as a function of Treaty of Waitangi Settlements. This Land has been
severely constrained from its economic potential for the owners because of historical
government policies. Owners of land held in freehold title have been able to make their land
choices largely unfettered and have done so.


To further constrain the owners of the Land identified in policy 16 would further continue to
hold them at significant economic disadvantage relative to the freehold peers.


I strongly support the fact that the collaborative Stake Hotder Group wos prepared ta find
common ground on this very sensitive point - it would have been easy to soy government
problem.


Recommend:


That the intent of policy 1E be retained as is.


7. Livestock Exclusion from Waterways,


This rule requiring the exclusion of Cattle and Deer from Waterways either by fence or
natural barrier, is a critical component of the plan change. The removal of stock from
waterways and with the associated ripian strip of one meter for land below 15 degree and a
five-meter strip for land over L5 degrees and possible alternative mitigation for Iand over
2S-degree slope if not fenced, will deliver sorne immediate benefits to both water quality
and ecosystem health.


The exclusion of both sheep & goats from the rule creates of option for those land owners
who do not wish to exclude cattle and deer or who find the cost too prohibitive. They can
choose to run sheep and or goats as a alternative.


There is a need to give better clarity on what alternative mitigations to fencing will be
acceptable.


There should not be a requirement to move existing fences, as many of these fences have
been constructed very recently.


The definition of any waterway or waterbody containing water for 365 days catches the all-
important minor tributaries, whereas not protecting the minor water courses would
undermine the work to protect the larger water bodies as they flow to the sea.


Areas of concern:







. Timelines may prove to be tight is some instances'


r classification of slope by degrees may not be practical'


Recommend:


r That there should not be any "dilutingi'of this rule as it is a critical component of


the "hold the line" and reduce concept'


oRetainthedefinitionforwaterways&waterbodies,


r That there be the ability to request an extension on the timeline component' but


any extension be attached to any resource Gonsent'


o That consideration be given for more practical pror(y for setbacks than degrees


sloPe.


o Retain the requirement not to have move any existing fences moved untilthey


need to be replaced'


8. Nitrogen Reference Point,


ThepurposeoftheNitrogenReferencePoint(NRP}isgiveeveryfarmingentityastarting
pointastoanestimateofthepropertiesnutr.tentlossandtoidentifythosepropertiesthat
inthehighestquartilefornitrogenlosswithineachFreshWaterManagementUnit.


The plan requires those farmers not in the upper Quartile to stay within the NRP based on a


five year "rolling average"'


A .,rolling average" is problematic in terms of administration as to how it could be applied in


aplanchangewithalifeoftenyearswithayetwithatobedeterminedstartpoint.A
straight five average from the time the plan becomes operable would be a lot simpler both


from a farmer's perspective and the perspective of the regulator'


ThosefarmsabovetheTil%ileshouldberequiredtohaveactionsintheirFarm
Environmental plans that will reduce their N loss/ha to or below the 75%ile NRP by 2o26 or


ten years after the plan becomes operable. The actions/mitigations should be pegged to a


fixed version of overseer as potential the "value" of the mitigations could change overtime


with Overseer version changes'


ltistheactionsintheFarmEnvironmentalPlansthatshouldbethecompliancepointsrather
than an absolute N loss number. Does one abate or prosecute a farmer that gets a 20 ks/ha


reductionwhenthetargetwas2lkglhareductionofNgiventhatoverseerisa,,best
estimate".


Recommend:


r That .,Rolling Five Year Average" be Changed to a straight "five-year average" from


date of the plan becoming operable'


rThatFEPmitigationactionsbethecompliancepoints.







9. Land Suitability and Least .tost,, changes,


Modelling work done for the csG indicated to achieve the aspirations of the vision andstrategy for waikato River, that a significant proportion of the catchment land woutd needto change back to lesser impacting activities on water quality.


It is important to note that the modelling could only incrude currently known science interms of mitigations and their benefits.


Given that society/communities as a whole benefit from the activities of rural, urban andindustrial users and impactors on water qualiry it is also appropriate that those
communities be encouraged and prepared to look "least cost" community solutions to thenegative impacts on water quality.


Their needs to a be a significant body of work done in the next ten years looking at the fourcontaminants and how they relate to values people aspire for in water quality and costs ofmitigating them.


"Heat maps" across all four contaminants both before and after mitigations in the farmplans should be used to inform the next plan change. The "heat maps,, could be tailored toeither Fresh water Management andlor sub-catchment used to inform where the most costeffective reductions can be made by a community.


The "heat maps" should not only include farming activities but should also include point
source discharges as well - so that an entire community focus is formed and most effective
decisions made.


Recommend:


r That the waikato Regional council be required over the next ten years to identify
that Land or activities that even after mitigations is still has the biggest negative
impact on the values that society aspires to water quality.


r That the waikato Regional council quantifies the economic and social costs of any
"reverse land use, change s€enarios,


o That Waikato Regionat Council identifu options for,,offsettingl, ,,bundtes,, of all
four contaminants so that communities and achieve water quality outcomes at
least cost urhere the contaminants can no longer be mitigated either due to cost orpracticality.
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